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RADIO AWARE TRANSPORT FOR CRITICAL FRONTHAUL TRAFFIC ON 
TDMPON/XGS-PON NETWORK FOR 5G/LTE-A TDD XHAUL NETWORK 
 







The challenges that are associated with the use of a passive optical network (PON) 
in mobile fronthaul, midhaul, or backhaul environments are significant.  To address those 
types of challenges, techniques are presented herein that support radio aware transport, 
where radio Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode awareness is fed into a PON dynamic 
bandwidth allocation (DBA) algorithm.  Additionally, a radio baseband processor (as a 
virtual network function (VNF) or a physical network function (PNF)) at a service layer 
may use a hardware slice of a PON’s optical line terminal (OLT) equipment for transport.  
Aspects of the techniques presented herein introduce more precise knowledge to a PON 
DBA to make it more intelligent, leverage developed information indicating when media 
is free from critical fronthaul traffic so that such unallocated time can be given to schedule 
other traffic types, protect and guarantee a service-level agreement (SLA) for very strict 
fronthaul traffic in terms of jitter, packet error rate, and latency, etc. 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
A deeply disaggregated virtual optical line terminal (OLT) may comprise, among 
other things, a passive optical network (PON) Media Access Control (MAC) stage and 
optics encompassed in an enhanced small form-factor pluggable (SFP+) form factor.  Such 
an SFP+ is like a micro OLT and may, for example, be plugged into an Ethernet port of a 
router as a host platform.  Similarly, such an SFP+ plug-in may be used as an optical 
network unit (ONU) on an Ethernet port in a router.  Such an approach can, for example, 
allow a vendor to enter the PON market without having a previous presence.  Going 
forward, a PON MAC stage may be instantiated in a field-programmable gate array 
(FPGA).   
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From a business point of view, the importance of PON pluggable optics may be a 
key differentiator.  For example, an architectural shift in network and equipment can be 
seen and hence a micro OLT design in an SFP+ form factor for 10 gigabit (Gb) symmetrical 
PON (XGS-PON) is very important.   
The economics of Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Fifth Generation 
(5G) environments will be driven by small cell and Multi-Access Edge Computing (MEC) 
where a high volume of indoor and outdoor traffic will be carried.  This will lead to a 5G 
dense heterogeneous radio access network (RAN) and centralized RAN or cloud RAN or 
virtualized RAN (vRAN) scenario.  The use of PON (e.g., 10 gigabit (Gb) symmetrical 
PON (XGS-PON) or next-generation PON 2 (NG-PON2)) in mobile fronthaul, midhaul, 
or backhaul are very interesting for the obvious reasons of, among other things, a reduced 
cost of components and plant and central office (CO) space optimization. 
Within the above context, a frequent concern involves ensuring a low latency 
performance in a PON network for a mobile fronthaul or backhaul use case.  There is a 
trend to extend the PON section for a converged wireless and optical transport (often 
referred to as 'XHaul') use case where, simultaneous with mobile traffic, other types of 
traffic (e.g., enterprise traffic) may also be onloaded. 
Aspects of the techniques presented herein encompass, among other things, 
protecting and guaranteeing a service-level agreement (SLA) for very strict fronthaul 
traffic in terms of jitter, packet error rate, and latency.  The techniques presented herein are 
applicable for an enhanced Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) (or eCPRI) and Split 
7.2.  In Split 7.2 a fronthaul link is still covered by a hybrid automatic repeat request 
(HARQ) loop so very strict latency or one-way delay (OWD) of 100 microseconds (usecs) 
to 150 usecs is still applicable.  Additionally, this split is being standardized in the Open 
Radio Access Network (O-RAN) specification for RAN network disaggregation.  Aspects 
of the techniques presented herein focus on this type of traffic where the supported criteria 
influence a PON’s dynamic bandwidth allocation (DBA) and operations, administration, 
and management (OAM) methods to carry fronthaul traffic while meeting the required 
SLA. 
Most deployments of 5G or Long-Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) will 
comprise a Time Division Duplex (TDD) network due to the reciprocity of channel states 
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in uplink and downlink directions.  Such an approach brings its own challenges in terms of 
Time of Day (ToD) and phase synchronization which was not required in a Frequency 
Division Duplex (FDD) mode (where only a frequency synchronization was sufficient).  
However, the benefits outweigh the added complexity. 
At the same time, what is expected is onloading other types of traffic as well on a 
PON network to enable it to operate like an XHaul network.  So, if a PON can meet the 
challenge of fronthaul traffic SLA while still supporting other traffic types, then it will be 
a low-cost network and is of immense differentiation and that is exactly what is being 
targeted by customers for wireless and broadband convergence. 
There are a number of problems with a TDN-PON approach for an XHaul use case.  
Various of the problems with a PON section for mobile fronthaul (MFH) are addressed by 
aspects of the techniques presented herein.  For example, XHaul with blind upstream 
bandwidth allocation will disturb the MFH traffic particularly from very strict latency 
constraints like 100 usecs to 125 usecs, whereas a normal DBA cycle in a PON will induce 
much higher latency.  Further, in Time Division Duplex (TDD) mode air interface bursts 
are synchronized and hence we see a high intensity of traffic during a burst on time which 
brings down the gain on statistical multiplexing. 
Another potential issue is related to PON OAM functions which take away the 
media (e.g., they create a silent or quit window while discovering the ONU).  Assume that 
the distance between an OLT and an ONU is 20 kilometers (km).  With a 2x10E8 meter 
per second speed of light in guided fiber media (i.e., 5 usecs per km) it takes away 200 
usecs, plus other overhead from media, and disturbs the MFH traffic. 
Another challenge is how to efficiently onload other types of traffic on a PON 
without destroying the time critical fronthaul traffic and increase the total bandwidth 
utilization of the PON network, hence reducing the cost. 
Aspects of the techniques presented herein take advantage of TDD mode 
configuration. This will not require a dynamic bandwidth request to be exchanged between 
a wireless scheduler and a PON DBA.  Additionally, previous solutions do not address 
another problem of destroying the MFH traffic SLA due to a PON OAM (e.g., ONU 
discovery, registration, ranging etc.).  Advantages and distinguished features of the 
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techniques presented herein include, among other things, meeting both requirements with 
one method where runtime overhead is much lower. 
A TDD approach may commonly be used for deploying a 5G or LTE-A network 
due to the efficient utilization of spectral resources and the reciprocity of channel states for 
more agile loop closure to control the air interface.  In a FDD approach, the down link (DL) 
and the uplink (UL) transmission happens simultaneously in two different frequency bands.  
In contrast to FDD, in a TDD approach the DL and UL transmission is performed at 
different time intervals within the same frequency band.  This means that when a DL 
transmission is happening there cannot be a UL transmission, and this is true vice versa as 
well.  In other words, a DL and an UL are separated in a time domain on the same frequency 
band.  As a result, there are multiple modes for TDD which differ in the ratio of DL 
transmission versus UL transmission.  Based on traffic patterns one of the modes may be 
selected. 
It is expected that a 5G or LTE-A base station will be configured in a TDD mode.  
A TDD-based remote radio head (RRH) is time synchronized with a neighboring TDD-
based RRH to avoid inference in adjacent cells.  So, in this mode of operation all of the 
RRH will either be in downlink mode or simultaneously change to uplink mode.  This also 
implies a weaker state of multiplexer gain due to synchronized traffic intensity from an 
RRH towards an OLT. 
Additionally, a PON OLT has other OAM functions.  For example, an ONU 
discovery function which makes the media inaccessible to critical traffic due to a silent or 
quiet window thus inducing a huge latency for a working ONU and destroying the MFH 
traffic SLA.  That is, when the propagation length of an OLT and an ONU is 20 km and 
assuming 5 usecs per km, the RTT of 200 usecs plus other delays dictate straightway that 
the working ONU cannot transmit anything due to this silent window. 
These effects arise because a PON DBA does not have enough knowledge to take 
care of this.  Aspects of the techniques presented herein try to introduce more precise 
knowledge to a PON DBA to make it more intelligent. 
Aspects of the following discussion will cover the details with respect to LTE-A 
radio frames, but a similar approach will be applicable to 5G radio frames as well.  The 
size of an LTE-A radio frame is 10 milliseconds (msecs), consisting of 10 slots of one msec 
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each.  Each slot is divided into two sub slots of 0.5 msecs.  Each sub slot consists of seven 
orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols of 66.67 usecs (i.e., (1 / (sub 
carrier space) 15 kilohertz (kHz) equals a 66.67 usecs symbol time).  The 10 msec radio 
frames are laid out on the same spectrum resource unlike an FDD mode where uplink and 
downlink spectrum resources are separate. 
As depicted in Figure 1, below, in the 10 msec radio frames with 10 slots of 1 msec 
each, in different TDD modes some of the slots are reserved for downlink, some of the 
slots are reserved for uplink, and some of the slots are used for switching from uplink to 
downlink.  It is important to note the various TDD modes, where for each mode a different 
ratio of uplink and downlink slots are used with an intermittent switching slot. 
 
 
Figure 1: Illustrative Radio Frame Slots 
 
As illustrated in Figure 1, above, it is obvious that during downlink transmission 
form an OLT (in the direction from a baseband unit (BBU) to an RRH) there is no uplink 
traffic from an RRH to a BBU.  Similarly, during uplink transmission there is no down link 
transmission.  Also, during a switching slot there is no wireless traffic at all on the PON 
section.   
From the above information, it is possible to know exactly when the media will be 
occupied by critical fronthaul traffic, which is required to achieve the most stringent SLA.  
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The information also indicates when the media is free from critical fronthaul traffic and 
this unallocated time can be given to schedule other traffic types. 
It is important to note that, due to high latency of upstream bandwidth allocation, 
latency critical fronthaul traffic must be granted the slot on media proactively and this 
information can be leveraged to pre-allocate the grant to a transmission container (TCONT) 
which will carry fronthaul traffic.  This information also helps in scheduling the OAM 
functions like ONU discovery, ONU registration, etc. during a time when the media is not 
supposed to be used by critical fronthaul traffic. 
According to aspects of the techniques presented herein, this information may be 
introduced to the DBA algorithm to make it more intelligent for XHaul applications and 
hitless transmission.  Consider that the frame duration for a PON section Gigabit PON 
(GPON) transmission convergence (GTC) frame is 125 usecs.  Each 1 msec slot will have 
8 x 125 usec PON GTC frames and Each 10 msec radio frame will have 80 x 125 usec 
GTC PON frames.  As depicted in Figure 2, below, assume that wireless is configured to 
be TDD with a mode equal to six. 
 
Figure 2: Illustrative Radio Frame Slots For Mode 6 
 
From this configuration it is clear that when a slot is marked with a D, then only 
down link transmission is present and this needs to be isolated.  But there is no uplink 
traffic.  During a slot that is marked with U (1 msec = 8 x 125 usec PON GTC frame) there 
is no downward traffic, only uplink traffic.  During a slot that is marked with S, there is no 
fronthaul traffic on the PON for either uplink or downlink traffic. 
Considering that a PON frame synchronization is based on a Super Frame Counter 
(SFC), the phase relationship between a SFC (e.g., PON-ToD) and a BBU ToD must be 
determined.  Once that phase relationship is established, a BBU aligns a radio frame with 
respect to ToD.  Since the phase relationship between a radio frame and the ToD is known, 
similarly if the phase relationship between a SFC counter and the ToD is known then 
through a transitive process the relationship between a SFC counter and the radio frame 
may also be known. 
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With this information, utilizing aspects of the techniques presented herein, what 
may be made known to a PON OLT DBA is: 1) the relationship between a SFC counter 
and a radio frame; 2) the schedule of uplink, downlink and switching slots.  This provides 
awareness of uplink fronthaul traffic, downlink fronthaul traffic, and when no fronthaul 
traffic is expected; and 3) the spectrum bandwidth, number of antenna, and the number of 
spatial layers (multiple-input/multiple-out (MIMO)) which will indicate the bandwidth that 
is expected from each RRH during a slot. 
Once the DBA algorithm is enriched with this information, the DBA will utilize the 
information to perform various functions. For example, consider that the DBA algorithm 
works in a term of cycles of N x 125 usec PON GTC frames in which such a cycle is 
aligned with a SFC counter.  Based on the information that is configured in the DBA based 
on BBU information, the DBA knows: 1) during which SFC counter value there will an 
uplink transmission on all RRH; 2) during which SFC counter value there is a down link 
fronthaul transmission expected; and 3) during which SFC counter value there will not be 
any fronthaul traffic. 
The DBA algorithm knows exactly which intervals are unallocated in an uplink and 
a downlink direction for fronthaul traffic.  The unallocated information may be used to 
schedule other traffic types of XHaul and PON OAM functions like ONU discovery, ONU 
registration etc. 
Transmission containers (TCONTS) are a traffic bearing entity in a PON for which 
the DBA allocates the bandwidth.  TCONTS which are supposed to carry fronthaul traffic 
are marked and will be pre-allocated the bandwidth as per the above schedule.  Other on-
loaded XHaul traffic will be scheduled during unallocated intervals of critical traffic.  
Previously this problem, based on unawareness, was addressed by allocating bandwidth 
and hence raising the cost of a network.   
A static schedule may be created for critical fronthaul traffic because the amount 
and the arrival time of this traffic is known and may be fed to the PON DBA algorithm 
according to aspects of the techniques presented herein.  During a DBA cycle it is possible 
to reserve a grant for upstream critical traffic and allocate free slot bandwidth to OAM 
processes and XHaul traffic. 
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Aspects of the details that were described above are illustrated in Figure 3, below, 
where a TDD mode is configured and a TCONT is noted for critical traffic. 
 
Figure 3: Exemplary Architecture 
 
In connection with the techniques that are presented herein, it is important to note 
that a super frame counter is a 64-bit counter in a PON TC layer that works like a PON 
ToD).  Further, a BBU or DU will have the Precision Time Protocol (PTP), as specified by 
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) specification 1588 Version 2, 
for Time of Day (ToD) which may be used to align the radio frames on an air interface.  
 Additionally, a phase relationship needs to be established between a PTP ToD and 
a PON SFC counter.  An XG-PON transmission convergence layer (XGTC) frame size in 
XGS-PON is 125 usecs and it is aligned with a SFC counter.  A DU PTP ToD and an RRH 
ToD are supposed to trace to same time reference.  Henc,e if a phase relationship is 
established between a PTP ToD and an SFC then a phase relationship is also established 
between radio burst transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx). 
The workflow may be modeled with a BBU or DU as a physical network function 
(PNF) or a virtual network function (VNF) that has a hardware slice in PON OLT 
equipment.  If a phase relationship exists between a PTP ToD and a PON SFC, then one 
also has a phase relationship between a radio burst Tx and Rx and a PON SFC.  This is 
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because a radio frame alignment from a PTP ToD in a BBU or a DU will be known.  It is 
important to consider two specific cases, as described below. 
Consider a first case in which, when a BBU ToD does not equal a PON ToD, the 
following two step process may be employed.  For the first case, the  PON SFP/system will 
initiate a PTP type of packet with an SFC counter that is timestamped by the PTP interface.  
This can also be done another way when a PTP system initiates the PTP packet with its 
own timestamp and once it is received by a PON it is time stamped by a PON SFC counter 
with a value or a PON ToD.  Here the phase relationship is not required to be as precise as 
a Class B, Class C, or Class D clock (on the order of a few nanoseconds (nsecs)).   
A BBU or a DU knows the phase relationship between a radio frame and its ToD.  
That information may be inherited by an OLT.  The OLT now has phase relationship 
information between a PON SFC or ToD, a BBU ToD, and a BBU ToD to radio frame 
phase information.  It is straightforward to establish a phase relationship between a PON 
SFC and a BBU radio frame.  With a configured TDD mode, a DBA can calculate all the 
schedules when PON media is supposed to be occupied by fronthaul traffic. 
Consider a second case in which, when a BBU ToD equals a PON ToD then, since 
two ToD are the same and have the same phase, the DBA algorithm just needs information 
from a DU or a BBU regarding the radio frame alignment with a PTP ToD and the TDD 
mode.  Once these details are obtained, the DBA algorithm can derive all of the information 
that was described above for the first case. 
Next for the workflow, A TCONT is marked with an expected radio traffic demand.  
Aspects of the techniques presented herein support the allocation of a TCONT which will 
carry fronthaul traffic.  Such an action may be based on, for example, spectrum bandwidth, 
the number of sectors, the number of antenna flows, the number of spatial layers (e.g., 
MIMO), and other overheads.  This information may be derived from radio controllers and 
attached to each TCONT as required bandwidth for each ONU. 
Next for the workflow, aspects of the techniques presented herein support 
configuration information, such as, for example, a TDD mode being given as input to a 
PON DBA controller.  Based on this information and information from the previous steps 
in the workflow, the DBA algorithm may create a schedule for when media is not available 
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due to the presence of critical traffic. Leftover slots may be used to allocate bandwidth for 
other traffic and PON OAM operations. 
Thereafter for the workflow, a grant may be proactively allocated for uplink 
fronthaul traffic.  Employing the knowledge that was described above, a PON DBA can 
proactively allocate upstream bandwidth to an ONU TCONT when radio traffic is 
supposed to arrive. 
Next, bandwidth map (BWMAP) list management in a PON XGTC frame is 
provided for the workflow.  On an air interface, all bursts are synchronized but it will come 
to an ONU depending upon the distance between an ONU and an RRH or an RU, assuming 
lower physical processing takes a similar amount of time.  Here, an RRH which has a 
higher distance from an ONU will be arranged first in a BWMAP arrangement list in a 
PON GTC frame as their data will be arriving later.  This can be achieved from a PON 
MAC stage ranging value and an RTT delay value measured by an eCPRI at a BBU and 
this information may also be leveraged. 
Finally, data Management at an ONU may be provided for the workflow.  An ONU 
can also record an expected grant from an OLT.  If the ONU did not receive such a request 
then, the ONU can punch a counter for debugging or performance monitoring.  Based on 
policy, an ONU can also drop the frame if the ONU did not receive the grant from an OLT 
within a certain time period. Note, that data may also be deleted as delayed data has no 
value. 
In summary, techniques have been presented that support radio aware transport, 
where radio TDD mode awareness is fed into a PON DBA algorithm.  Additionally, a radio 
baseband processor (as a VNF or a PNF) at a service layer may use a hardware slice of a 
PON’s OLT equipment for transport.  Aspects of the techniques presented herein introduce 
more precise knowledge to a PON DBA to make it more intelligent, leverage developed 
information indicating when media is free from critical fronthaul traffic so that such 
unallocated time can be given to schedule other traffic types, protect and guarantee an SLA 
for very strict fronthaul traffic in terms of jitter, packet error rate, and latency, etc. 
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